
Kentucky Youth Soccer Association 
Olympic Development Lesson Plan 

Saturday December 6th 2014 
 
Training Objectives: Switching the Play   
Warm Up 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Small Sided Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Expanded Small Sided Activity 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Organization 
* Set up a 25x35 yard grid 
* 8 players in the middle and 8 on the outside with a ball each 
* Players in the middle check to the ball and play in back one touch. 
* Rotate group after 45/60 seconds 
* Progress to the following 
> Players receive and turn with the ball, then play to another target 
> Players automatically open up hips to receive the ball and play to 
another target 
> Players perform a takeover 
> Players in the middle start with the ball and play a give & go. 

Organization 
* 6v6 to 8v8 in a 45 x 35 yard grid 
* In each corner place some 6x6 yard grids. 
* Teams maintain possession and try to get into one of the squares to 
complete 3 quick consecutive passes and then pass back out to 
another square. 
* Teams maintain possession in the middle and pick and choose the 
moments when to attack the corners with speed. 
Coaching Points 
* Recognizing when to play quick and when to be patient 
* If the play is not on don’t force it and come out the other way 
* Driven passes, with laces and striking through the ball 
* Quick support play 
 
 

 

Organization 
* Three teams of 6 players 
* Two teams play in a 1-1-3-1 formation and the other 6 players are 
set up as bumper players. 
* Bumper players play two touch, but bumper player cannot pass to a 
bumper player on the same side. 
* Goals assisted from a bumper player = 2 points, regular goal equal 1 
point. 
Coaching Points 
* Reading the defensive team, play what they give you 
* Technique of longer passing 
* Support play and angles. 
* Bumper players must be active. 

 
 

 

Cool Down 
Players light jogging & stretching 
 
 


